Our community
A Partnership in Flight
As an AMA member, you and your club have the opportunity to make a public impact by demonstrating an above-average interest and participation in AMA, and by spreading the word about model aviation. Read more to learn how an association of five clubs worked with a local museum to promote aviation to the public!

For members
The Ultimate Indoor Flying Experience
One of the beauties of aeromodeling is the virtually unlimited types of activities that fall under the umbrella of model airplanes. With the advent of subminiature electronics, indoor RC flying became possible. Read more to learn how some modelers secured an indoor flying venue!

Technical
The Modern Control Line Scale Model
The growth of items designed for other events has dramatically changed Control Line (CL) Scale. Read more to learn how to build for CL Scale by taking advantage of items that weren't designed for it.

New products
Freewing F-16 V2 6S Pro 70mm EDF Jet
This popular and conveniently sized jet's development suggests that Freewing and Motion RC took a close look at how they could make an already popular 70mm EDF jet even better. Read more to learn how this model aircraft performs.

How-to
Beginner's Guide to Turbine Jets
Turbine operation has become easier, and there are more options for the consumer. That means it's a great time to start flying jets! Read more to learn how to get started in the jet community.